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Dianne Reeves - A Little Moonlight (2003)

  

  
01. Loads of Love
02. I Concentrate On You
03. Reflections    play
04. Skylark
05. What A Little Moonlight Can Do
06. Darn That Dream
07. I'm All Smiles
08. Lullaby of Broadway
09. You Go to My Head
10. We'll Be Together Again  play
  Dianne Reeves  - Vocals  Gregory Hutchinson - Drums  Romero Lubambo - Guitar  Peter
Martin - Piano  Nicholas Payton - Trumpet  Reuben Rogers  - Bass    

With the meteoric success of Norah Jones' debut in the early 2000s, the message was clear:
there's a real hunger for straightforward tunes with minimal froufrou. Jones' producer, Arif
Mardin, has assembled another likely hit with A Little Moonlight, a collection of appealing
standards. Empathically supported by Dianne Reeves' working trio, every track showcases her
exceptionally rich and lovely instrument. Although longterm fans may consider her a bit
subdued, her soulfulness is very much in evidence, and her voice, as always, goes down like
mulled wine. There are samples of her trademark whimsical scatting, especially on the
charming opener, "Loads of Love," "I'm All Smiles," and the grin-inducing "What a Little
Moonlight Can Do." "I'm All Smiles" features a fine solo by the excellent pianist Peter Martin,
who, like Ruben Rogers and Gregory Hutchinson, is terrific throughout. Peaks include two
delicious duos with guest Romero Lubambo, the elegant Brazilian guitarist who's been on her
last four albums: the airy "I Concentrate on You" and the yearning "Darn That Dream." Reeves'
inspired pairing with Nicholas Payton on "You Go to My Head" has the intimate feel of closing
time at a jazz club: the patrons are gone, the chairs are stacked on the tables, but the musicians
still have something urgent and deeply personal to say. Even when the trio joins in, the
after-hours atmosphere endures, with Payton scrolling around Reeves' lines and taking a
magnificently misty solo. In "We'll Be Together Again," Reeves evokes the ghost of Sarah
Vaughan -- another purely musical singer gifted with a flexible, velvety voice and soulful, natural
phrasing. Double Grammy-winner Reeves had long been a genre-buster, so this straight-ahead
album is a precedent for her; accessible and thoroughly enjoyable, it will undoubtedly gain her a
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whole new audience, while staying true to the banner of jazz. Recommended. ---Judith
Schlesinger, Rovi

  

 

  

Following her Grammy-winning orchestral album The Calling: Celebrating Sarah Vaughan, jazz
vocalist Dianne Reeves wished to return to a simpler, all-acoustic setting. So in December
2002, Reeves entered Right Track studios in New York City with legendary producer Arif Mardin
(Aretha Franklin, Norah Jones) to record A Little Moonlight, an intimate collection of ten tunes
featuring her touring trio: pianist Peter Martin, bassist Reuben Rogers and drummer Greg
Hutchinson.  "Most of the songs are about the moment you're ready to fall in love, and the
record features one of my loves, my trio-up-close and personal," says Reeves. "I've had great
groups over the years, but there is really something special playing with Peter, Reuben and
Greg. We've worked together for so long that sometimes all it takes is a look to make the music
come alive-and this record captures the magic between us." Besides the inspired trio, the album
also features appearances by trumpeter Nicholas Payton and guitarist Romero Lubambo.
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